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List of abbreviations and acronyms 
RES: Renewable Energy Sources 

ETIP: Energy and Technology Partnership 

SET Plan: Strategic Energy Technology Plan 

IWG: Implementation Working Group 

HE: Horizon Europe 

RD&I: Research, Development & Innovation 

 

Executive & publishable summary 
This deliverable 5.3 gathers the presentations that partners have held during the duration of the 
project with their networks in the energy sector. The object of the presentations was in first line to 
showcase the main objectives and deliverables of the SMARTSPEND project. Particular attention was 
be given to the dissemination of the following deliverables due to their relevance:  

• D1.1 Overlapping interests: a description of the common ground between Implementation 
Plans – Report link here; 

• D1.2 Synergies exploited: what each Implementation Working Group has managed to do 
having learned of the common ground it shares with (an)others (interim) – Report to be 
published in December 2021 here; 

• D2.2. Mapping report on funding instruments for energy innovation (update) – Report link 
here. 

The intended audience of these presentations, or constituencies, are primarily SET Plan experts, ETIPs 
and IWGs. The partners of the SMARTSPEND project are active in several ETIPs and other research-
centred networks, what allowed them to present the SMARTSPEND project and disseminate its key 
findings in a number of occasions. Another target audience of interest were federations, associations 
and members-based organisations active in the renewable energy and related enabling sectors such 
as batteries and smart grids. Also consortia from other Horizon 2020 projects were approached to 
present SMARTSPEND.  

The health crisis presented a considerable challenge to this activity during the 2nd half of the project, 
although this was mitigated to an extent by moving meetings and presentations to a virtual format.  

 

 

what are the results that might be disseminated?  

1 – The presentation slides on SMARTSPEND in different networks and events 

Main stakeholders to be addressed by the results of the deliverable 

Type Sector 

New HE consortia Renewable and clean energy sectors 

http://smartspend.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/D1.1-Overlapping-interests-A-description-of-the-common-Ground-between-Implementation-Plans.pdf
http://smartspend.eu/reports/
http://smartspend.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/D2.2_SMARTSPEND-Update-on-funding-instruments_v1.1.pdf
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Dissemination tools: what sort of materials can be created to contribute to disseminate the 
results? (consider budget / time) 

☐ Photographs ☐ Video ☐ Power point ☐ Papers 
☐ Poster 
Created by... 

☐ News for 
project website 

☐ Networking 
opportunities 

☐ Training 
course 

☐ Seminar ☐ Social network 

Other dissemination suggestion or comments from the DLV authors 

Publish on project website and social media 

 

 

1.  Introduction  

 

This deliverable is linked to the overall aim of the WP 5 on “Communication and dissemination” to 

reach out to an audience of energy stakeholders active in RD&I in the clean energy sector across 

Europe. This report documents this effort by compiling the presentations that were delivered on the 

progress and deliverables of SMARTSPEND to experts external to this project. The prime objective 

was to reach out to the SET Plan Steering Group, IWGs and ETIPs to both make them aware of 

deliverables and also involve them in the preparation of upcoming SMARTSPEND work. By raising 

awareness, among these key actors, it was expected among other things that they could contribute 

to preparation of the national delegations under “WP 3 Roadshow”, to join as speakers and 

participants in “WP4 Access to risk finance conference” and to provide insights into deliverable 1.2 

on synergies between IWG as well as on deliverable 2.4 on alternative funding models for ETIPs. 

Moreover, it was encouraged to present SMARTSPEND to other relevant networks, federations and 

consortia active in clean energy RD&I for the same reasons listed above. 

As the project developed, it became clear that ETIPs and the SET Plan Steering Group were more 

receptive to work with the SMARTSPEND consortium, while it was harder approach IWGs and their 

Chairs. This became evident over the progression of the project and despite several approaches, it 

resulted in having less interaction with IWGs than what would have been expected. Nonetheless, the 

interaction with numerous stakeholders was valuable for the development of the project.  

Below is a list of SMARTSPEND presentations held in the following fora: 

• Chapter 2: Presentation in SET Plan events 

• Chapter 3: Presentations to ETIPs  

• Chapter 4: Presentation to various networks and project consortia  
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2.  Presentation in SET Plan events  

 
a. Presentation to SET Plan Steering Group 
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b.  resentation at “SET Plan Action 6 NETWORKING EVENT Cooperation and Funding 
on Energy  fficiency in  nd stry” on    ecember      at t e T on Hotel   , 
Brussels 

An oral presentation (no slides) of 5 minutes was help on SMARTSPEND by Capucine 
Vannoorenberghe, Project Officer at EASE. A link to event’s agenda can be found here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Presentations to ETIPs  

This section has presentations structured in the following way: 
a. Kick-off meeting of the ETIP Forum (organized by ETIP SNET) 
b. RHC - ETIP Co-creation workshop 
c. RHC – ETIP presentation at SMARTSPEND project meeting 
d. ETIP Bioenergy: Slide extracts from 10 different Steering Committee meetings 
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a. Kick-off meeting of the ETIP Forum (organized by ETIP SNET) 
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b. RHC - ETIP Co-creation workshop 
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c. RHC – ETIP presentation at SMARTSPEND project meeting 
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d. ETIP Bioenergy: Slide extracts from 10 different Steering Committee meetings 
 

I. 9th SC Meeting, 19 March 2019 
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II. 10th SC Meeting, 19 June 2019 
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III. 11th SC & 3rd Advisory Board Meeting, 10 November 2019 

 

 

IV. 12th SC Meeting, 17 March 2020 
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V. 13th SC Meeting, 16 June 2020 

 

 

 

 

VI. 14th SC Meeting, 8 September 2020 
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VII. 15th SC & 4th Advisory Board Meeting, 10 November 2020 

 

 

 

VIII. 16th SC Meeting, 11 March 2021 
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IX. 17th SC Meeting, 16 June 2021 

 

 

X. 18th SC Meeting, 21 September 2021 
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4. Presentation to various networks and 

project consortia  

This section has the following presentations: 

a. General introduction for SPIRE/Process4Planet 
b. Estela - 3 General Assemblies 
c. Covenant of Mayors event – Extract of slides presented by SMARTSPEND coordinator 

WIP 
d. Capacity Building event in TRACER project – 22 October 2020, Romania – Extract of 

slides 
e. PV IMPACT project Matchmaking Event 10 June 2021 
f. ECTP General Assemblies and Steering Committee meetings  
g. EMIRI General Assembly 2020 – Extracts mentioning SMARTSPEND 
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I. Estela General Assembly 2019 
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II. ESTELA General Assembly 2020 
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III. ESTELA General Assembly 2021 
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c. Covenant of Mayors event – Extract of slides presented by SMARTSPEND coordinator WIP 
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d. Capacity Building event in TRACER project – 22 October 2020, Romania – Extract of slides 
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e. PV IMPACT project Matchmaking Event 10 June 2021 
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f. ECTP General Assemblies and Steering Committee meetings  
 

I. ECTP 2021 General Assembly 
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II. ECTP 2020 General Assembly 
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III. ECTP Steering Committee #9 
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h. EMIRI General Assembly 2020 – Extracts mentioning SMARTSPEND 
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5. Conclusions 

 
The partners of SMARTSPEND were able to engage the SET Plan Steering Group in one 

occasion and an IWG in another during a networking event, both in section 2. While this has 

helped to  ring attention to the project’s work, it was  elow the level of cooperation that was 

expected. The reasons for this should be evaluated further by any consortium intending to 

engage these actors in the future. 

The engagement with ETIPs was more successful, where SMARTSPEND was presented in 2 

ETIPs and in addition the project was also presented at the Kick-off meeting of the ETIP Forum 

where all energy related ETIPs were present. 

In addition, the project was presented at a Covenant of Mayors event, in the meetings of 2 

Horizon 2020 projects and in the networks of ESTELA, EMIRI, ECTP and Process4Planet.  

The higher number of presentations also appears to correlate with higher engagement by 

several ETIPs and stakeholders with SMARTSPEND partners in the development of 

deliverables, such as by commenting on drafts and taking part in roadshow delegations. 

A future project working in this field is advised to look closely at ways to better engage with 

IWGs and the SET Plan Steering Group.  


